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 Portable Gas cylinder trolley for cutting work in wagons designed and 
fabricated at Kalyan freight depot. It is safe handling and easy reachable 
to wagon with very less manpower.  

 

 

 A fixture for ensuring straightness of CBC handle designed and 
fabricated at Kalyan freight depot.   
 
CBC handles rejected and removed from wagons on account of bending 
or out of alignment are collected from yard. Instead of scrapping above 
rejected CBC handles, they are again reused by correcting it's 
straightness and alignment in the fixture and through reclaiming process 
manually restoring CBC handle on its original design. 
 

 

 

 



 

 
To measure the distance between the bottom of CBC head and auxiliary 
anti creep lug of 19 mm, a measuring tools has been innovated at C&W 
depot LNL to ensure the distance of 19 mm or more to avoid uncoupling 
of load.   

 

 

 

A Trolley locally manufactured at Toolvan Lonavla for rail and road working 
to hold powerpack of HRE without additional support as per size of powerpack 
of HRE.  

 A Narrow jaw Adaptor holder developed at Lonavla freight depot to secure 
adaptor in intact position during wheel change to avoid the cases of 
Adaptor canted.    

19 mm 



 

 

 

 For better utilization of traffic UP path during 00/08 hrs from LNL, 
the roaster of LNL C&W staff modified from 00/08, 08/16 & 16/24 
hrs to 23/07, 07/15 & 15/23 hrs which has resulted into minimize 
detention of UP loads after RT/GT attention.  
 

 Load of 50 BCBFG wagons, at Adani siding TPND was lying for a long 
years due to overdue ROH/POH has been taken in KLMG yard and 
after examination the load is dispatched to nominated workshop.  

 

 Heritage NG loco no. 804 NDM-5 (GWL) loaded on BRN was lying for a 
long years at CLA has been loaded on truck and dispatched to Modern 
Coach Factory, Raibarrelly  for exhibition.  

 


